WELCOME
Welcome to this consultation event on UKAP Blackpool’s exciting plans for Stanley Park Golf Course,
Blackpool. Please review the information on these boards, speak to members of the project team and
fill out a feedback form before leaving.

INTRODUCTION
Today's event forms part of the pre-application consultation stage and an opportunity for you to review
the proposals and provide feedback to the project team to consider prior to the submission of a planning
application to Blackpool Council in Spring 2022.
Once a planning application is submitted, there will also be a further opportunity to view the proposals
and provide feedback via the council’s planning portal as part of the formal consultation undertaken by
the council.

SITE LOCATION
The Site of Stanley Park Golf Course consists of two elements (eastern and western) which are divided by
East Park Drive, making up a total area of approx. 37ha.
This site is roughly L-shaped and is around 17ha in area. It wraps around the Blackpool Victoria Hospital
site to the north-west. Allotments adjoin this part of the Site at its northern-most extent with Newton
Drive beyond. Residential housing on the Herons Reach estate runs along the north-eastern boundary
with the Village Hotel golf course to the east and south-east. The Blackpool Zoo car park adjoins the site
to the south with the main body of the zoo site separated by Salisbury Woodland and Woodland Drive.
East Park Drive bounds this part of the Site to the west.

~

The site is a 10-minute drive from the Centre of Blackpool and 10-minute drive to the promenade and
Blackpool Tower. It is also a 10-minute drive from Blackpool North Train Station which provides hourly
services to Manchester Airport, Manchester Piccadilly and Liverpool Lime Street. The train station also
benefits from services to London Euston. The site is a 25-minute drive Junction 4 of the M55.

THE DEVELOPER
Blackpool UKAP (Blackpool) Holdings Limited (“UKAP”) is a wholly owned subsidiary of Holmes
Investment Properties Plc, a UK property investment company focused on the growing leisure sector.
Holmes Investment Properties Plc (“HIP Plc”) works with high-quality leisure operators for whom it
sources, funds and develops new leisure destinations and adventure parks, in return for a long-term
tenancy commitment.
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EASTERN SITE PROPOSALS
The planning application site comprises 5.1 hectares
of golfing green to the east and south of Blackpool
Victoria Hospital. This eastern segment of the course
is separated from the main golf course on N Park Drive
by E Park Drive (A587).
To the south of the site lies Salisbury Woodland,
Blackpool Zoo and the Herons Reach Village Hotel.
Neighbouring the site’s northern-most boundary
is an allotment and the residential conurbation of
Normoss.
The eastern boundary of the site is separated from
Newton by the Herons Reach Gold Course. Access is
proposed from Woodside Drive, which currently acts
as a feeder road between the A587 and Blackpool Zoo.

INDICATIVE MASTERPLAN
Outdoor Play
Multigenerational and
accessible outdoor
activites including karting,
golf, high rope climbing,
nature walks, wall climbing
and bouldering
Area around Salisbury
Woodland protected and
enhanced with a nature
buﬀer zone

Lodges
Landscape led approach
with lodges arranged to
maximise privacy, views
out and integration with
the landscape
Range of accommodation
types and sizes to suit all
potential visitors

The Building
Orientated to oﬀer views
towards Blackpool Tower
Buildings integrated within
the landscape and sloping
site topography
Rights of Way and
pedestrian access
protected

PLANNING CONTEXT
Blackpool’s Core Strategy Policies Map indicates that the site is designated under Policy BH8 as Open Land
Meeting Community and Recreational Needs. The council state that development of this open land will not
be permitted unless:
a) The development only covers a small part of the site and enhances community or recreational use; and
b) The development maintains the open character of the land.
The site is designated under Policy RR15 relating to Tourism Development, which states that proposals for
land adjoining Blackpool Zoo will only be permitted if they maintain or enhance the visual appeal, character
and amenity of the parkland setting of the Zoo grounds and of the adjoining Stanley Park Conservation area
to the west and south of the site.
The Draft Local Plan: Part 2 Proposed Site Allocations and Development Management Policies document
(2019) which is currently under review after completing consultation, proposes to designate the site as
“Open Land meeting community and recreational needs”. This means the land may be subject to Proposed
Policy DM35 that states development of such land will not be permitted unless:
a) The development enhances the community or recreational use; and
b) The development maintains the open character and function of the land.

DESCRIPTION OF DEVELOPMENT
The development on the East of the site will comprise four elements.
The development of 70,000 sq ft Family Active Entertainment Centre with indoor and outdoor activities.
The area around the FAEC will be opened up to provide green space for residents, hospital workers and the
wider general public.
A development of up to 150 holiday lodges and associated services buildings.
An area for the hospital to install a garden, and an area to be allocated to Blackpool Zoo close to their existing site.
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WESTERN SITE PROPOSALS (GOLF COURSE)
Established at its present site since 1925 when the golf course was opened as part of the new Stanley
Park attraction.
The course was designed by the famous golf course architect Dr Alister MacKenzie who also designed
such well known venues as Royal Melbourne, Cypress Point and Augusta National, home to the US Masters.
Blackpool Council stepped in to run the course in October 2018 when the previous operator Mack Trading
went into voluntary liquidation.
Following a procurement process, HIP was appointed in 2019 to redevelop the site for the retention and
improvement of a 9 hole golf course (western site) and holiday lodges and a new Family Active
Entertainment Centre to complement Blackpool’s existing leisure oﬀer with a unique new leisure
destination for the town (eastern site).
Proposals for the western site will also form part of the initial planning application and include
amendments to the Golf Course, the installation of Practice Facilities and outline planning for the
Clubhouse. A further application will be made for the detailed planning consent for the Clubhouse.
Since operating the course in March 2020, HIP has already invested in equipment, drainage and
maintenance.

GREENS
New Greens would be constructed in a similar method as is generally used in modern day construction
of tees (using a uniform minimum 200mm layer of approved Rootzone over a drained subsoil base).
The intention is to re-use the turf from existing Greens 12 and 17 to grass the new Green 7. For the main
Putting Green the preferred method would be to harvest tined cores from all greens and use them to
establish the new Putting Green’s grass from those cores – thereby repopulating the new surface with
exactly the same grasses as contained in the retained Greens.
The composition of the existing 18th Green and its immediate surrounds of poor draining clay soil are
such that retaining the existing 18th green’s surface and extending an enlarged putting surface around
it would not be viable, therefore it will be removed.

TEES
The existing tees, where they are to be retained, would benefit from levelling with the addition of a
50mm layer of rootzone with simple drainage and limited irrigation installed.
New tee boxes (constructed with 150mmrootzone layer, simple drainage and irrigation) will be installed
at each hole (number of tee boxes varies) in order to produce the course composition.
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WESTERN SITE PROPOSALS (GOLF COURSE)
BUNKERS
All bunkers to be retained would be rebuilt, reshaped and drained (they hold water, are in extremely
poor condition, and are very far from being “MacKenzie” bunkers).
All new and existing bunkers will be shaped in a style readily identifiable as “MacKenzie”. This is an
important visual aspect for the course and improves the course in a manner faithful to its original
design conception and the known views of MacKenzie.

DRAINAGE SYSTEMS
In line with the agronomist’s recommendation, a new pipe (provisionally 300mm diameter) and
intermittent ditch to be installed through the base of the main valley. The purpose is to provide a
reliable channel into which the majority of the golf holes’ drain lines can connect. This valley receives
the gradient fall from seven golf holes and the Putting Green and the line would provide the
fundamental drain system channel within and from the site.
A limited number of additional drains (lateral lines and gravel banding) to fairways and semi roughs
either side of the channel is also proposed.
Capillary rope drains may also need incorporating unto the existing greens which are to be retained.

IRRIGATION
The existing irrigation system is something of a patchwork with a variety of mis-matched heads. The pumps
and the system will be inspected as part of the plans to check whether the existing pipelines are still viable.
A full new irrigation system will be provided for the two new Greens.

FILTRATION POND
The assumption is that this is unlined and relying on existing clay to hold water, proposals therefore
include excavation of the pond and distribution of fill material.

Lorem ipsum
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VISUALISATIONS
NORTHEAST FROM THE ADVENTURE PARK

WEST FROM THE ENTRANCE

EAST FROM THE ADVENTURE PARK
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TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS
TRANSPORT
Specialist Transport Planning Consultancy, MODE Transport have been instructed to undertake an assessment
of the local highways network and the potential impacts of the plans on the local highways networks.
MODE Transport will prepare a Transport Assessment (TA) and Travel Plan which would be submitted alongside
the planning application. The TA will include technical survey work and any proposed mitigation measures.
At present, Woodside Drive serves as an access for all vehicles to Blackpool Zoo, with a small gyratory system
facilitating zoo vehicle access/ egress, visitor car park access/ egress and bus movements. It is proposed that
the primary access to the site will be via a new southern feeder road oﬀ Woodside Drive.
This will serve as the main vehicular access to the Family Active Entertainment Centre building, external
activities and associated car parking areas. The access road will also serve the holiday lodges and other areas.
The development is unlikely to result in significant vehicle trips during the AM and PM peak periods, with
traﬀic being predominately generated during oﬀ-peak hours creating smoother two-way traﬀic profiles
throughout the day. There are also a wide range of existing leisure activities and therefore vehicle journeys
are likely to be ‘linked trips’ to existing attractions.

SUSTAINABLE ACCESSIBILITY
The site has goods links by walking and cycling, with shared use routes already in place along East Park Drive
and Woodside Drive. These routes are illuminated by street lighting and sign posted, providing connections
to the surrounding local area, bus stops and Blackpool Town Centre.
There is a cycle route running east-west from West Park Drive through Stanley Park and along Woodside
Drive. This provides a safe oﬀ-street route for cyclists from Blackpool Town Centre.
A key component of the design will be to improve connectivity to and from the site in ways that encourage
more use of sustainable modes of transport.

HERITAGE STATUS
The site as a whole is not encompassed by any formal heritage designation. The western area of the Site
sits within the Stanley Park Conservation Area, and the Grade II* Registered Park. Additionally, a small
area of the eastern part of the Site also falls within the Conservation Area, which extends marginally
beyond East Park Drive. The golf course as a whole may have some heritage significance however it is not
formally designated or locally listed as such.

HERITAGE ASSESSMENT
Iceni Heritage are the appointed Heritage Consultants and will prepare a Heritage Assessment to be
submitted alongside the planning application. Iceni Heritage have identified all heritage assets in the
local area which have the potential to be impacted by the proposed development.
These are, in summary, located within Stanley Park itself or in the immediately surrounding residential
streets. The assets in the surrounding area are illustrated on the plan below.

HERITAGE ASSETS
1. Stanley Park Conservation Area;
2. Stanley Park, Blackpool (Grade II* Listed Registered Park);
3. Thanksgiving Shrine of Our Lady of Lourdes (Grade II* Listed Building);
4. Boathouse, Stanley Park (Locally Listed);
5. Café, Stanley Park (Locally Listed);
6. Bandstand (Locally Listed);
7. Former tea rooms (police oﬀice) (Locally Listed);
8. Cocker Memorial Clock (Locally Listed);
9. County Cricket ground pavilion (Locally Listed)
10. Stanley Park Gatehouses, West Park Drive (Locally Listed)
11. Golf Clubhouse, North Park Drive (Locally Listed)
12. St Kentigern’s school, Newton Drive (Locally Listed)
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ENVIRONMENT
ECOLOGY
Wharton Natural Infrastructure Consultants, the appointed ecology consultants have undertaken a
Preliminary Ecological Appraisal (PEA). The PEA has identified the majority of the habitats at the Site as
being of limited ecological importance due to the intensively managed nature i.e. historical use of the site
as a golf course.
Further survey works including for Great Crested Newts, Reptiles, Breeding Birds, Bats and Water Voles
and Otters are being undertaken to inform proposed mitigation measures.
Subject to further consultation with the local planning authority and Natural England, potential mitigation
measures may include:
• A 15m buﬀer (minimum) from the Salisbury Garden BHS to reduce the likelihood of direct and indirect
impacts to the BHS.
• Creation of a large area of natural habitat at the Site (size dependent on the results of reptile and
GCN surveys).
• Lighting at the Site should be designed such that it will comply with current Institute of Lighting
Professionals and Bat Conservation Trust Guidelines (ILP, 2018).
• Information boards at the pedestrian exits of the Site to reduce recreational pressure to Marton Mere
SSSI/LNR and enhancement of existing signage at Marton Mere SSSI/LNR from pedestrian routes likely
to be used by users of the Proposed Development to make them aware of the sensitivity of the SSSI/LNR.
• Retention and enhancement of existing ponds.
• Retention of the central ditch, strengthened by tree planting to provide a strong
linear feature for commuting riparian mammals, bats and birds.
The Proposed Development will aim to deliver a Biodiversity Net Gain (BNG) in line with emerging
national planning policy.

CLIMATE CHANGE
The potential for the Proposed Development to aﬀect climate would primarily be determined by construction
works, and the design and operational characteristics. The Applicant will seek to achieve a number of sustainable
design initiatives in line with policy requirements including minimising overheating within the buildings, minimise
overall energy demands through an energy eﬀicient design and minimise carbon dioxide emissions arising from
the operation of the Proposed Development through use of eﬀicient plant, fittings and fixtures.
The Proposed Development will be designed with microclimate considerations (including wind, daylight
and sunlight).
Best practice measures will be implemented during the land preparation and construction stage to minimise
potential climate impacts. These measures will be set out within a Construction Environmental Management
Plan (CEMP) to be prepared in advance of land preparation and construction and would be secured by means
of a planning condition.
No significant eﬀects in relation to climate are anticipated to arise from the Proposed Development.
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Thank you for attending
the event today...
Before leaving today, we would be grateful if you
could take a moment to fill out a feedback form
to provide your feedback to the project team.
If you have any further questions, please do not
hesitate to speak with one of the project team in
attendance or by:
0151 640 0362
contact@ukapblackpoolconsultation.co.uk
Freepost UK NETWORKS
www.ukapblackpoolconsultation.co.uk

WHAT HAPPENS NEXT?
Once feedback is considered and a planning application
is submitted, there will be a further opportunity to view
the proposals and provide feedback via the council’s
planning portal as part of the formal consultation
undertaken by the council.
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